What’s New…
Veeva Sunrise User Interface: Summer 2018
What we love about the new Sunrise User Interface:
Enhanced User Experience
 Available on iPad and iPhone
(Aug 2018)

End-User Resources from Veeva

 Available on Windows tablets
(Dec 2018)

 Quick start guide

 Intuitive, color-rich widgets follow
familiar IOS layout

 Current and New Screen Shots

 More efficient use of real estate on
screen - which means more
information, less clicks

 Day-in-the-life video

 No setting changes or configuration
required – changes will be part of usual,
seamless system update
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Veeva Sunrise User Interface: Summer 2018
Time to Refresh your Training for New Hires / New Users!
Did you know that many of the Veeva
training designs out there are over 15
years old? The new look of Veeva reflects
the new attitude towards technology
tools and so should the training. A lot has
changed in the world of training with a
fresh, high-energy approach to designing
all modes of training solutions.

With Millennials becoming the majority of
the working population, there’s more
demand than ever to make all modes of
training more interactive, engaging, and
social. With “Engage the Learner” being our
credo at T2Ops, we’re excited about the
direction that training design is headed!

eLearning |Today’s “bite-sized”, micro-learning approach
revolutionizes how eLearning is developed and studies show
learners retain and adopt the information more effectively. It
also makes it much easier to make changes with future
system updates, so you’re no longer stuck with an outdated
look, feel and obsolete content.

Web-based Training |The improved visualizations add more
color and energy to your webinars. Build on that energy by
designing virtual training that promotes more interaction with
the application and between your participants!

Live training | Take advantage of the opportunity to bring
together the best of both worlds - human interaction and
interaction with the technology! Create a learning experience
that is solution-based and action-packed tackling real-life
challenges while learning from each other’s experiences.

How-to Videos | Develop cost-effective and time-efficient
quick-tip, how-to videos that can be accessed anytime,
anywhere to reinforce the training and serve as quick reference.
Interested in developing engaging training and change
management solutions?
Contact T2Ops at https://t2ops.com/contact-us
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